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? Pectorals
? Rhomboids
? Deltiods
? Latissimus Dorsi
? Triceps
? Biceps
? Trapezius

Upper-Body Musculature



? Chest Press
? Chest Fly
? Reverse Fly
? Bent Over Row
? Seated Row
? Lat Pull Down
? Upright Row
? Bicep Curl
? Overhead Tricep Extension
? Skull Crusher 
? Tricep Kickback
? Front Raise
? Lateral Raise
? Shoulder Press
? Shoulder Shrug

Band Exercises



? Adjust tubing so resistance is appropriate for 
each exercise

? If holding handles, you can wrap tubing 
around palm of hand and hold with thumb

? If standing on resistance band, you can adjust 
foot placement to increase/decrease intensity

? Always work in the same line as resistance
? Keep tension in band throughout the entire 

exercise
? “Slack is for Slackers!”

Reminders!



? Target: Pectorals
? Multi-Joint: shoulders, elbows
? Set Up 1: standing/seated/supine, one handle 

each hand, tubing around upper back
? Set Up 2: seated in chair, one handle each 

hand, tubing around chair back
? Set Up 3: mount, one handle each hand, face 

out
? Form/Technique: keep wrists in neutral 

alignment, elbows come to 90-deg bend at 
shoulder height

Chest Press



Chest Press



Chest Press 



? Target: Pectorals
? Single-Joint: shoulders
? Set Up: same as Chest Press
? Form/Technique: neutral wrist alignment, 

keep arms in alignment with the chest

Chest Fly



Chest Fly



Chest Fly



? Target: Rhomboids
? Single-Joint: shoulders
? Set Up: standing/seated, one handle each 

hand, begin with arms forward, hands a little 
wider than shoulder width, squeeze shoulder 
blades as arms open and hands move out, 
tubing at chest-level

? Form/Technique: keep wrists straight, 
movement from the shoulders (not elbows)

Reverse Fly



Reverse Fly



? Target: Latissimus Dorsi 
? Multi-Joint: shoulder, elbow
? Set-Up: lunge position, wrap tubing around 

forward foot, one or two handles in one hand, 
pull up, keeping elbow close to body

? Form/Technique: shoulders stay square, 
hinge from hips so spine is parallel to floor 

Bent Over Row



Bent Over Row



? Target: Latissimus Dorsi
? Multi-Joint: shoulders, elbows
? Set-Up: seated with legs extended forward, 

wrap tube around feet
? Form/Technique: keep chest lifted, elbows 

can pull out at chest level (high row) or pull in 
close to body (low row), neutral wrist 
alignment

Seated Row



Seated Low-Row



Seated High-Row



? Target: Latissimus Dorsi
? Single-Joint: shoulder
? Set-Up: standing, one handle each hand, 

begin arms in “high-V” position, anchor one 
arm while pulling the other arm down and out 
towards “T” position 

? Form/Technique: keep wrist straight for 
anchor arm

Lat Pull Down



Lat Pull Down



? Target: Deltoids, Traps, Rhomboids
? Multi-Joint: shoulders, elbows
? Set-Up: standing on tubing, cross handles to 

opposite hands, pull elbows up and out to 
shoulder height

? Form/Technique: keep chest lifted, neutral 
wrist alignment

Upright Row



Upright Row



? Target: Bicep
? Single-Joint: elbow
? Set-Up: standing on tubing, one handle each 

hand, bend elbows bringing hands towards 
shoulders and quads

? Form/Technique: brace core to support spine, 
elbows stay close to body, neutral wrists

Bicep Curl



Bicep Curl



Bicep Curl



? Target: Tricep
? Single-Joint: elbow
? Set-Up 1: standing, one handle each hand, 

one elbow bent pointed forward by forehead, 
one arm holding tube behind back

? Set-Up 2: seated on tubing, free handle in 
hand with elbow bent pointed forward by 
forehead, tubing behind back

? Form/Technique: neutral wrist, keep elbow 
pointed forward (not out to side)

Overhead Tricep Extension



Overhead Tricep Extension



Overhead Tricep Extension



Overhead Tricep Extension



? Target: Tricep
? Single-Joint: elbow
? Set-Up: supine on top of resistance band, 

tubing parallel to spine, secure one end of 
band with foot, pull other handle up and over 
the shoulder, bending elbow, hand comes 
towards forehead then up to ceiling 

? Form/Technique: keep elbow stationary 
directly above shoulder, neutral wrist

Skull Crusher



Skull Crusher



? Target: Tricep
? Single-Joint: elbow
? Set-Up: standing in lunge position, forward 

foot securing one end of band on floor, 
opposite handle in opposite hand, hinge 
forward from hips, bend and extend elbow

? Form/Technique: shoulders square, wrist 
straight, working arm elbow stays close to 
body

Tricep Kickback



Tricep Kickback



? Target: Deltoids
? Single-Joint: shoulder
? Set-Up 1 (single arm): standing on one end of 

tube, other handle in one hand, arm moves 
from side of body to straight forward 

? Set-Up 2 (bilateral): standing in center of 
tube, one handle each hand, arms move from 
side of body to straight forward

? Form/Technique: spine and shoulders stable, 
wrists in neutral alignment

Front Raise



Front Raise



? Target: Deltoids
? Single-Joint: shoulder
? Set-Up 1 (single arm): standing on one end of 

tube, other handle in one hand, arm moves 
from side of body out to “T” position

? Set-Up 2 (bilateral): standing in center of 
tube, one handle each hand, arms move from 
side of body to “T” position

? Form/Technique: spine and shoulders stable, 
wrists in neutral alignment

Lateral Raise



Lateral Raise



? Target: Deltoid
? Multi-Joint: shoulder, elbow
? Set-Up: standing on one end of resistance 

band, opposite handle in hand
? Form/Technique: elbow bent at 90-degrees, 

level with shoulder, neutral wrist

Shoulder Press



Shoulder Press



? Target: Trapezius
? Single-Joint: shoulder
? Set-Up: one handle each hand, standing on 

resistance band 
? Form/Technique: put more tubing between 

the feet to enhance resistance, shrug 
shoulders up towards ears, then be 
intentional with press down

Shoulder Shrug



Shoulder Shrug
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� Quadriceps (complex)
� Hamstrings (complex)
� Gluteus Maximus
� Gluteus Medius
� Gastrocnemius
� Soleus
� “Hip Flexors”
� “Hip Adductors” (inner thigh, toward body) 
� “Hip Abductors” (side of hip, away from body)

Lower-Body Musculature



� Lateral Step-Touch
� Squat
� Hamstring Curl
� Glute Kickback
� Leg Extension
� Adduction/Abduction

Band Exercises



� Target: Abductors
� Single-Joint: Hip
� Set Up: standing on tube, cross handles to 

opposite sides, one handle in each hand
� Form/Technique: keep knees soft, keep foot 

placement wide enough so there is tension in 
the tube, hook thumbs around hips to 
stabilize 

Lateral Step-Touch



Lateral Step-Touch



� Target: Quads, Hams, Glutes
� Multi-Joint: Hips, Knees 
� Set Up: standing on tube, one handle each 

hand, hands by shoulders, tubing behind 
arms

� Form/Technique: straight wrists, chest lifted, 
squat down and only come halfway up, keep 
weight in heels, knees over ankles

Squat



Squat



� Target: Hamstring
� Single-Joint: Knee
� Set Up: loop one end through handle and 

around foot, stand on tube, hinge forward 
from hips weighted in standing leg, curl heel 
with looped tubing towards glutes

� Form/Technique: hip hinge will help with 
balance

Hamstring Curl



MAKE A LOOP!



Hamstring Curl



Hamstring Curl



� Target: Glutes
� Single-Joint: Hip
� Set Up: loop tube through handle and around 

one foot, from all 4s, place opposite knee on 
band to secure, lower to forearms, press foot 
up

� Form/Technique: neutral spine!

Glute Kickback



Glute Kickback



� Target: Quadricep
� Single-Joint: Knee
� Set Up: loop tube through handle and around 

one foot, sit on top of band, supine
� Form/Technique: keep knees in alignment 

with each other

Leg Extension



Leg Extension



Mounted Exercises



� Target: Abductors
� Single-Joint: Hip
� Set Up: secure one end to mount, other end 

around foot
� Form/Technique: can use pole or chair for 

stabilization, but be aware how much 
pressure you are pushing through hand (try 
to minimize)

Abduction



Abduction



� Target: Adductors
� Single-Joint: Hip
� Set Up: secure one end to mount, other end 

around foot
� Form/Technique: can use pole or chair for 

stabilization, but be aware how much 
pressure you are pushing through hand (try 
to minimize)

Adduction



Adduction



Leg Extension



Hamstring Curl



Questions???
Other Band Exercises?



� Squat
� Glute Kickback (w/Hamstring Curl)
� Inner-thigh Squeeze
� Bridge (w/Hamstring Curl)

Ball Exercises



� Target: Quads, Hams, Glutes
� Multi-Joint: Hip, Knees
� Set Up: ball between legs
� Form/Technique: keep chest lifted and weight 

in heels

Squat



Squat



� Target: Glutes
� Single-Joint: Hip
� Set Up: place ball behind knee, lower to 

forearms, press foot/leg up
� Form/Technique: neutral spine!

Glute Kickback



Glute Kickback



� Target: Adductors
� Single-Joint: Hips
� Set Up: supine with ball between knees
� Form/Technique: none

Inner-Thigh Squeeze - 
Adduction



Inner-Thigh Squeeze - 
Adduction



� Target: Glutes, Hamstrings
� Multi-Joint: Hips, Knees
� Set Up: supine, ball under one foot
� Form/Technique: when adding in ham curl, 

keep movement small, stabilize hips

Bridge



Bridge
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� Muscles that move, support, and stabilize spine 
� Pelvic floor muscles
� Transverse abdominis
� Multifidus
� Internal/External obilques
� Rectus abdominis
� Erector spinae
� Diaphragm
� Defined as “everything but your limbs”
� Can include lats, glutes, traps, etc.

Core Musculature



� Is this safe?
� How is the band enhancing this exercise?
◦ Resistance – movement in-line with tubing
◦ Incorporating additional muscles
◦ Stabilization
◦ Assistance

� Is this making it more complicated than it’s 
worth?

� Is this effective?

Filter Questions!



� Hip Hinge Pull-Through
� Band See Saw
� Hip Rotation
� Wood Chop
� Anti-Rotation Dead Bug
� Side Plank Row
� Pull-Over Crunch

Mounted Band Exercises



� Set Up: Mounted tubing just below hip height, 
one handle in each hand, face out, tubing 
between legs

� Form/Technique: Step forward so there is 
tension, hinge from hips, neutral spine, slight 
bend in knees, stand back up, using 
hips/glutes to push through resistance, be 
sure work is done by glutes and not lower 
back

Hip Hinge Pull-Through



Hip Hinge Pull-Through



� Set Up: Mounted tubing with one handle at 
mid-body height, other handle in hands, face 
in

� Form/Technique: Keeping arms extended, 
reach hands above head. As arms come 
down, hinge from hips, bracing the core, 
keeping tension in the tube. Power through 
glutes as arms extend back over head.

Band See Saw



Band See Saw



� Set Up: Mounted tubing with one handle just 
below chest height, other handle in both 
hands. Standing perpendicular to mount with 
arms extended.

� Form/Technique: Standing far enough from 
mount so there is tension in the tubing, 
power through glute (closest to mount) and 
torso, rotating away from mount, rotation 
activated by glute

Hip Rotation



Hip Rotation



� Set Up: Mounted tubing with one handle, 
other handle in both hands, standing 
perpendicular to mount. Tubing can be 
mounted high or low depending on chosen 
wood-chop movement. 

� Form/Technique (Low to High Chop): Begin in 
athletic semi-squat with arms extended, 
hands towards mount close to knee. Use core 
to power through rotation and sweep hands 
diagonally upwards allowing heel to lift

Wood Chop – Low to High



Wood Chop



� Set Up: Mounted tubing with one handle, other 
handle in both hands, standing perpendicular to 
mount. Tubing can be mounted high or low 
depending on chosen wood-chop movement. 

� Form/Technique (High to Low Chop): Begin with 
arms extended upward diagonally towards 
mount. Use core to power through rotation and 
sweep hands diagonally downwards, ending in 
athletic semi-squat with hands close to knee. 

Wood Chop – High to Low



Wood Chop



� Set Up: Mounted tubing at height equal to 
arm length from ground with both handles in 
hands, laying supine, body perpendicular to 
resistance

� Form/Technique: Laying far enough from 
mount so there is tension in tubing, elevate 
legs with bent knees, tap alternating toes to 
ground, resisting rotation

Anti-Rotation Dead Bug



Anti-Rotation Dead Bug



� Set Up: Mounted tubing with one handle 
about 1 foot from ground with other handle 
in hand. Laying in side plank on forearm, 
facing mount, body perpendicular to 
resistance

� Form/Technique: Begin far enough from 
mount so there is tension in tubing when arm 
is extended. Pull elbow in towards body, 
using core to stabilize against resistance

Side Plank Row



Side Plank Row



� Set Up: Mounted tubing at arm-length height 
from floor, one handle in each hand, laying 
supine, parallel to mount

� Form/Technique: Perform a crunch (slow and 
controlled, avoiding use of momentum) elevating 
shoulder blades. As crunch is executed, 
simultaneously lower hands towards ground next 
to hips, keeping arms straight and tension in 
tubing. As torso lowers back down, arms/hands 
resume start position.

Pull-Over Crunch



Pull-Over Crunch



� Set Up: Mounted tubing at arm-length height 
from floor, one handle in each hand, laying 
supine, parallel to mount with tension in the 
tubing

� Form/Technique: Keeping head and shoulder 
blades elevated, bring hands towards the 
ground (not touching ground, slightly 
hovering) next to hips. Holding this position, 
alternate knees towards chest in a bicycle 
motion. 

Pull-Over Bicycle



Pull-Over Bicycle



� Wood Chop 

Other Band Exercises for 
Core



� Set Up: Stand on one end of band, other 
handle in both hands with tension from 
mid-shin or knee height (similar to athletic 
“ready” stance, or squat stance). 

� Form/Technique (Low to High Chop): Begin 
rotated, in athletic semi-squat stance with 
arms extended, hands towards shin/knee. 
Use core to power through rotation and 
sweep hands diagonally upwards, maintaining 
extended elbows. 

Wood Chop (without mount)



Wood Chop



Teapot
You will see this in 
many places –

DON’T DO THIS!

You won’t get hurt, 
but… it’s Not 
Effective!

Remember our 
filter questions! ☺



� Sit-Up
� Bow & Arrow
� Dead Bug
� Toe Taps
� Reverse Crunch
� Cross-Body Leg Lift
� Dancing Crab
� Back Extension
� Plank

Ball Exercises



� Set Up: Seated on floor with ball slightly under 
hips, supporting lower spine. 

� Form/Technique: Maintaining slight “C-curve” 
through upper-back, hinge back from hips, 
bracing through the core and drawing the navel 
towards the spine. Lift back up. Only joint action 
should be occurring through the hips – no spinal 
movement. 

� Option to open arms or reach overhead while 
hinged back in order to increase intensity. 

Sit-Up



Sit-Up



Sit-Up Open/Reach



� Set Up: Seated on floor with ball slightly under hips, 
supporting lower spine. C-curve in upper back, arms 
extended forward. 

� Form/Technique: Maintaining slight “C-curve” through 
upper-back, hinge back from hips, bracing through 
the core and drawing the navel towards the spine. As 
you hinge, rotate shoulders to the side, bringing 
elbow down at a diagonal towards the ground. Lift 
back up, squaring shoulders and reaching arm to 
start position. 

� Option to do single arm sweep or double arm sweep 
(instead of elbow) in order to increase intensity.

Bow & Arrow



Bow & Arrow



Bow & Arrow – Arm Sweep



Bow & Arrow – Double Arm 
Sweep



� Set Up: Lay supine with the ball at base of 
tailbone. 

� Form/Technique: Brace core and reach arms 
and legs up to sky, keeping a 90-degree bend 
in the knees. Maintain balance.

Dead Bug



Dead Bug



� Set Up: Lay supine with the ball at base of 
tailbone. Brace core and reach arms and legs 
up to sky, keeping a 90-degree bend in the 
knees. (Dead Bug) 

� Form/Technique: Maintaining balance 
through core bracing, gently lower opposite 
arm and leg towards the ground (toe going 
down, arm reaching overhead), then lift back 
to start position. 

Toe Taps



Toe Taps



Toe-Taps w/Arms



� Set Up: Lay supine with ball at base of tailbone, 
legs lifted towards the sky, arms on floor next to 
the body, palms face down next to hips. 

� Form/Technique: Bracing the core, gently elevate 
hips, lifting feet upward, as if trying to make a 
footprint on the ceiling. Then, slowly bring hips 
back to ball. This is NOT a back and forth motion 
of the legs and feet, but rather a “lift,” only 
moving hips up and down, legs along a vertical 
axis.

Reverse Crunch



Reverse Crunch



� Set Up: Supine on the ground, place ball 
between inside of knee and anchor with 
opposite elbow. 

� Form/Technique: Pressing into the ball firmly 
with inner elbow and knee, slowly lift and 
lower opposite leg. Keeping shoulder blades 
elevated and pressure on the ball is key for 
making this exercise effective.

Cross-Body Leg Lift



Cross-Body Leg Lift



Cross-Body Leg Lift



� Set Up: With ball under the hips, find “crab” 
position on all 4s – supine on hands and feet. 
Depending on desired intensity, press into 
hands and feet, transferring body weight off 
of the ball and elevating hips. 

 
� Form/Technique: Keeping the core engaged, 

lift alternating hands and feet. Then, gently 
place them back to the floor, trying to keep 
little or no pressure on the ball. 

Dancing Crab



Dancing Crab – Hips Down



Dancing Crab – Hips 
Elevated



� Set Up: Laying in extended prone position, place 
ball on ground above head. Extend arms so 
forearms are positioned on the ball, just below 
the elbow. 

� Form/Technique: Using muscles that line the 
spine, lift upper body. Apply slight pressure 
through the arms into the ball and slowly draw 
the ball towards you (rolling down forearms from 
near-elbow to near-wrist). Tops of feet should 
remain in contact with ground entire time. 

Back Extension – Ball Roll



Back Extension – Ball Roll



� Set Up: Laying in extended prone position, hold 
ball with both hands above head. Elbows can be 
slightly bent (making diamond shape) or 
extended, depending on intensity preference. 
Keep tops of feet in contact with ground the 
entire time. 

� Form/Technique: Using muscles that line the 
spine, lift upper body, arms and ball. Keeping the 
chest elevated (and feet on floor), slowly pass the 
ball behind the back, bring overhead in opposite 
hand, and then gently lower upper body to the 
ground. 

Back Extension – Ball Pass



Back Extension – Ball Pass



� Set Up: Place ball between the legs, above the 
knee joint. Find a plank position (on knees or 
toes, hands or forearms).

 
� Form/Technique: Keeping hips and shoulders 

square to the ground, engage core and bring 
alternating elbows towards the rib cage, 
avoiding any side-to-side wobble or rotation. 
Slightly squeeze ball with adductors 
throughout entire exercise to help stimulate 
full core engagement. 

Plank



Plank
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Mobility 
� ability to move freely and easily

Flexibility 
� range of motion around a joint



� Shoulder Mobility (Bi)
� Side Stretch (Uni)
� Overhead Tricep (Uni)
� Anterior Deltoid (Uni)
� Forward Fold (Bi)
� External Mountain (Bi)
� Supine Hamstring Stretch (Uni)
� Prone Quad Stretch (Uni)
� Seated Hamstring/Calf Stretch (Uni)

Band Exercises



� Target: Upper-body, deltoids, pectoralis 
major

� Set Up: One handle in each hand. Wrap the 
band around palms so length is wider than 
shoulder-width. 

� Form/Technique: Starting with band in front 
of the body, make a big circle, moving the 
band to the back of the body.

Shoulder Mobility



Shoulder Mobility



Shoulder Mobility



� Target: Latissimus dorsi, obliques, hip flexors
 
� Set Up: One handle in each hand. Wrap band 

around palms so there is slight tension with 
both arms fully extended. 

� Form/Technique: With band behind the back, 
stretch one arm overhead, and other arm 
extended downward by the side of the body. 
Slight tilt through core towards downward 
side.  

Side Stretch



Side Stretch



� Target: Tricep
 
� Set Up: One handle in each hand. Wrap the 

band around palms so there is slight tension, 
around shoulder width.

� Form/Technique: Bring one arm up and over 
behind the back with elbow bent pointed 
upward. Other hand behind the back around 
hips, pulls down to deepen the tricep stretch.

Overhead Tricep



Overhead Tricep



Overhead Tricep



� Target: Deltoid

� Set Up: One handle in each hand. Wrap the 
band around palms so there is slight tension, 
around shoulder width.

� Form/Technique: Bring one arm down and 
around behind the back with elbow bent 
pointed down, knuckles on back, palm 
rotated out. Other arm extends up overhead 
to deepen the shoulder stretch.

Anterior Deltoid



Anterior Deltoid



� Target: Hamstrings

� Set Up: One handle in each hand with center 
of tubing placed behind the legs. 

� Form/Technique: Bend forward from the hips 
and wrap the excess tubing around the 
palms. Pull on tubing to deepen hamstring 
stretch. 

Forward Fold



Forward Fold



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

External Mountain



External Mountain



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Supine Hamstring



Supine Hamstring



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Prone Quad



Prone Quad



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Seated Ham/Calf



Seated Ham/Calf



� Seated Hamstring Stretch (Uni)
� Childs Pose – Hands (Bi)
� Thoracic Spine Windmills
� Supine Chest Expansion (Bi)
� Supine Hip Opener (Bi)

Ball Exercises



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Seated Hamstring



Seated Hamstring



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Child’s Pose



Child’s Pose



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Thoracic Supine Windmills



Thoracic Supine Windmills



Thoracic Supine Windmills



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Supine Chest Expansion



Supine Chest Expansion



� Target: 
� Set Up:
� Form/Technique:

Supine Hip Opener



Supine Hip Opener


